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A delicious celebration of the cast iron pan--by the mega-bestselling author of THE
CAKE MIX DOCTOR. Beloved by home cooks and professionals alike, the cast iron
skillet is one of the most versatile pieces of equipment in your kitchen arsenal.
Perfect for every meal of the day, the cast iron pan can be used to cook eggs, sear
meat, roast whole dinners, and serve up dessert warm from the oven. Bestselling
author Anne Byrn has carefully curated 160 recipes to be made in one simple
12-inch cast iron skillet. These are dishes everyone can enjoy, from appetizers and
breads like Easy Garlic Skillet knots to side dishes like Last-Minute Scalloped
Potatoes, from brunch favorites to one-pot suppers like Skillet Eggplant Parmesan.
And of course, no Anne Byrn cookbook would be complete without her innovative
cakes like Georgia Burnt Caramel Cake, cookies like Brown Sugar Skillet Blondies,
and pies and other delicious treats. Scattered throughout are fun tidbits about the
origin of the cast iron skillet and how to properly season and care for them. Anne
Byrn has crafted an informational, adaptable, and deliciously indispensable guide
to skillet recipes the whole family is sure to love.

Southern Plate
Learn all the ins and outs of cooking with a Dutch oven—one of the most versatile
kitchen tools you'll ever use.
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Stir, Sizzle, Bake
With over 300 of the quintessential recipes for your cast-iron cookware, this
cookbook covers it all! From stovetop to oven to table—no cookware is quite as
versatile (or as quintessential!) as tried-and-true cast-iron…and The Complete CastIron Cookbook is sure to be your new favorite kitchen staple! Every recipe has
been created with your cast-iron cookware in mind—and we’ve included glutenfree and vegetarian options for a number of recipes as well. Cast-iron is back—and
chefs of all skill levels are learning just how easy it is to incorporate it into their
kitchensno non-stick coatings to worry about scratching or overheating, and oh,
what a difference in the taste and texture of your end results (if you’ve ever had a
fried egg from a non-stick pan, you KNOW what we mean)! Once you try any one of
these amazing recipes with your favorite cast-iron pan, you’ll find there’s no need
to ever put it away…because you’re sure to be using it every day!

The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science
101 Popular and Easy-To-Make Recipes For Your Cast Iron Skillet or Pan!Cast iron
cookware has made a comeback! If you've recently purchased a cast iron skillet,
dutch oven or pan, then this book can quickly give you the expertise you need to
fully enjoy the benefits of cast iron cuisine.My Lodge Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
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was written for today's reader - quick, short paragraphs with plenty of illustrations
and easy-to-understand instructions. And, with 101 delicious and popular recipes
at your fingertips, you'll always have a healthy meal ready for guests and family.
Who is this book for?Anyone with a lodge skillet, griswold cast iron, wagner cast
iron, chasseur cast iron, heuck cast iron, camp chef cast iron, old mountain cast
iron, or any other type of cast iron skillet. What's in the book:How to choose the
best cast iron skilletHow to clean your cast iron cookwareHow to season your cast
iron skillets and pansA history of cast iron cookwarePro-tips101 popular and
deliciously healthy recipes!Here's a sample of recipes in the book:Asian Salmon
Burgers with Spicy Mayo SauceAsian Sesame Chicken and BroccoliBBQ Beef
BrisketBlackened Tuna SteaksBraised Beef in Wine SauceBraised Chicken Thighs
with Lemon and OlivesBrined Pork ChopsButtermilk Fried ChickenCajun Style
Chicken, Mushrooms and OnionsCheesy Chicken NachosCrispy Fried Cod
FilletsCrispy Salmon with Lemon-Butter SauceDry-Rubbed Flat Iron SteakDryRubbed Pork ChopsFlank Steak FajitasGreek Style BurgerHearty Shepherd's PieMini
Skillet MeatballsOne-Pan Chicken EnchiladasPan-Seared Thyme and Pepper
Crusted Lamb ChopsPepper Crusted Beef TenderloinRosemary Roasted Veal
ChopsSeared Scallops and SpinachSeared Steak with Mushroom-Wine SauceSkillet
Chicken Pot PieSkillet Chicken Sausage and Red BeansSkillet Roasted ChickenSkirt
Steak with Chimichurri SauceSpicy Panko Crusted Seared SalmonSteakhouse Rib
EyeSweet and Sticky Short RibsTasty Turkey BurgersThe "Perfect" BurgerVeal
PiccataFREE SHIPPING for Prime members!100% Money-back guarantee. To order,
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just scroll back up and click the BUY button now!

The Lodge Cast Iron Cookbook
Great American comfort food from the cast iron cooking masters! No one knows
American cooking better than Lodge. For over a century, home cooks have used
Lodge Cast Iron Cookware to make everything from cornbread and chili to fried
chicken and apple pie. Whether you've cooked with Lodge pots and pans for years
or have only just discovered these time- tested pieces, here you'll find the
essential collection of cast iron recipes from Lodge and the chefs, food writers, and
others who swear by them.

Feeding a Family
Next-Level Keto Dishes from Your One-Pan Wonder Fancy equipment need not
apply: These incredible Keto recipes are all crafted to be cooked in one tried and
true kitchen staple—the cast iron skillet. Where other cookbooks would have you
busting out bulky appliances that take up valuable kitchen space—not to mention
the hassle of cleaning all those dishes at the end of a busy night—Cast Iron Keto
gives you deliciously easy low-carb, high-fat meals all in one pan. Meat lovers will
devour the savory Blue Cheese and Pecan–Stuffed Pork Tenderloin or the decadent
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Chimichurri Skirt Steak with Lobster- Turnip Stacks, while the Keto vegetarians in
your life will be drooling over the fresh flavors of the Chipotle Tofu Bowls and the
Zucchini Boat Pizzas. There’s even an Easy Ramen for Two, the perfect meal for
those cozy stay-at-home date nights. The ease of using just one cast iron skillet
allows you to get the best sear and lock in all the robust flavors these recipes have
to offer, as well as cook your food more evenly than ever. Turn up the dial on your
Keto flavors and cut down on time spent washing dishes as you wow friends and
family with these delicious and easy Keto meals for any day of the week.

Not Your Mother's Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
“The recipes in Southern Plate made my mouth water!This wonderful cookbook
made me feel like I was reading something of my own.” —Paula Deen, author of
Paula Deen’s Savannah Style “I’ve been testing these recipes in my own kitchen
and every single one turns out to be better than anything my grandmother ever
made.” —Dorothea Benton Frank, author of Return to Sullivans Island and
Lowcountry Summer Christy Jordan, the creator of SouthernPlate.com, serves up a
collection of delicious recipes for “classic comfort foods that makes everyone feel
like family.” Featuring scrumptious dishes passed down for generations through
Jordan’s family, Southern Plate highlights the very best in southern cooking—for
fans of Paula Deen and Ree Drummond’s The Pioneer Woman Cooks.
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Cook it in Cast Iron
Go deep into the heart and soul of American southern cooking. Smoke Roots
Mountain Harvest by Lauren McDuffie, writer of the award-winning food blog
Harvest and Honey (and a Saveur Best Blog finalist for “Best New Voice”), captures
the flavors and modern cooking techniques of Appalachia and the Blue Ridge
Mountains in this evocative cookbook. This beautiful cookbook showcases 70
recipes and 80 photographs organized by seasons. Each chapter opens with
storytelling that echoes the folklore and tall tales of the region, centered on
rediscovering the unique food culture of the region. Menu suggestions and wine
pairings encompass a variety of meal occasions, from small plates to soups,
salads, mains, sides, drinks, dessert, along with tips and techniques on canning,
pickling, and preserving. Recipes include: • Shaved Summer Squash Salad with
Pickled Pepper Vinaigrette • Slow-Roasted Onion and Golden Apple Soup • Baked
Pork Chops with Cran-Apple Moonshine Compote • Drunken Short Ribs with Smoky
Gouda Grits & Mountain Gremolata • Pan-Seared Carrots with Bourbon-Maple
Glaze • Triple Orange Cake with Honey-Lavender Buttercream

One Pot
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Oh Gussie!
Using just one pan, you can stew, steam, sauté, simmer, braise, or roast your way
to a fuss-free meal—and minimal cleanup to boot. At the end of a busy day, you
want to serve a delicious home-cooked dinner, a complete, all-in-one meal that can
be prepared with little effort and few pans to wash. The editors of Martha Stewart
Living present a brand-new collection of 120 recipes—organized by vessel—to help
you do just that, all while adding savory new dishes to your weekly rotation. One
Pot is an exciting new way to approach everyday cooking: Imagine perfect pasta
dishes for which everything goes in the pot at once (yes, that’s pasta, tomato,
garlic, basil, and water all cooked together), dinner-party ready roasts with tender
vegetables, and down-home casseroles, along with wholesome fish, chicken, and
vegetarian dishes. You’ll get incredible flavor payoff from dishes such as
comforting Chicken and Dumplings, easy Baked Risotto with Carrots and Squash,
healthy Broiled Striped Bass with Tomatoes, hearty Pork Chops with Bacon and
Cabbage, and the delectable Skillet Chocolate-Chip Cookie—each of which takes
less than an hour from start to finish. Here, too, are a dozen outstanding recipes
for surprising and simple desserts that can be ready when you are. With chapters
devoted to your essential cooking vessels—stockpot, skillet, slow cooker, and
more—this book is sure to streamline your meals and to satisfy the people you
share them with. Recipes include: DUTCH OVEN: Beef Stew with Noodles, Chicken
and Dumplings, Baked Risotto, Texas Red Chili, Cajun Stew SLOW COOKER: Pulled
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Pork, Corned Beef and Cabbage, Classic Pot Roast, Lamb Shanks and Potatoes,
Garlic Chicken with Barley SKILLET & SAUTÉ PAN: Spinach Pie, Poached Cod with
Tomatoes, Three-Cheese Lasagna, Macaroni and Cheese, Stir-Fried Chicken with
Bok Choy ROASTING PAN & BAKING DISH: Rib-Eye with Root Vegetables, Roast
Chicken with Herb Butter, Salmon with Kale, Roast Beef with Acorn Squash, Tuscan
Pork Roast PRESSURE COOKER: Short Ribs with Potato-Carrot Mash, Kale and White
Bean Soup, Chicken Cacciatore; Easy Chickpea Curry, Beef Stroganoff STOCKPOT:
Classic Chicken Soup, Split Pea Soup, Gemelli with Pesto and Potatoes, Corn and
Shrimp Chowder, Pasta with Farm-Stand Vegetables DESSERTS: Peach Crumble,
Skillet Chocolate-Chip Cookie, Baked Blackberry Custard, Raspberry Sorbet, Molten
Chocolate Cupcakes

Cast Iron Keto
Provides recipes for cooking with a cast iron skillet, including seared chicken hash,
potato pancakes, huevos rancheros salad, and herb-coated pork tenderloin.

Tartine Bread
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking
and the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must have, no matter
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what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book
Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an interior
that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make
homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the
blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about
brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works every time? As Serious Eats's
culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these questions and
more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American
dishes, delving into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that
create great food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that
well, and home cooks can achieve far better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color
images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two
minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how
to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.

The Book of Wagner and Griswold
“There's no one better to offer instruction on how to use the most essential,
versatile item in your kitchen.”—Grub Street The cast-iron skillet has been a
humble workhorse used for generations to crisp bacon perfectly and fry chicken;
now use it to turn out tender scones, cakes, and breads. A curious home cook,
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Charlotte Druckman has figured out every trick for this versatile pan. Heat the
skillet for a few minutes, add some butter to sizzle, and you can brown cheesy
arepas, get a crunchy crust on a kimchi-topped hoecake, or blister naan right on
the stovetop. Or preheat the pan in the oven and you’re ready to bake no-knead
pizza, the gooiest sticky buns, and even a cornflake-milk layer cake. With beautiful
photographs, tips for seasoning cast iron, and info on collecting vintage pieces, this
book makes cooking so much fun that your skillet will never see the cupboard. “A
must-own book. Druckman’s creations leap off the page, and better yet, inspire
you to grab a skillet.” —San Francisco Chronicle

Skillet Love
In some cooking circles, cast iron gets a bad rep – people think it's old-fashioned,
heavy, and hard to take care of. And really, how often do folks nowadays need to
hitch up a mule and wagon and leave civilization and Teflon-coated sauté pans
behind? True, cast iron is old; it's been around since the Middle Ages. And it is
heavy. No one can dispute that even a small, cast-iron pot has a heft to it that no
other cookware has. Nevertheless, cast-iron cookware has a place in today's
kitchens, and that doesn’t mean simply hanging on the wall for decoration. Cast
iron has much to offer modern-day cooks; it's easy to use, easy to care for,
economical, versatile, and durable, and let's face it, it has a nostalgic appeal that
no other cookware has. But more compelling than all those reasons is that it's a
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great cookware that makes great food. In fact, most cast-iron cooks will tell you
that food cooked in cast iron tastes better than food cooked in anything else! CastIron Cooking For Dummies is for those cooks who may want to inject a little
adventure and variety into their cooking. If you've never even thought of using
cast-iron cookware, or you have a few cast-iron pots lying around, you'll discover
all you need to know about making great food using cast iron. Here just a sampling
of what you'll find in Cast-Iron Cooking For Dummies: Selecting the right cast-iron
cookware for you Seasoning a new cast-iron pan Caring for your cast-iron cookware
Discovering techniques to enhance your cast-iron cooking Enjoying cast-iron
cooking in the Great Outdoors Tons of delicious recipes, from main and side dishes
to desserts and international dishes Top Ten lists on ways to make your cast-iron
cookware last longer, the best dishes suited for cast iron, and tips for achieving
success in cast-iron cooking So, whether you're a cooking novice or an experienced
chef, you can find plenty of enjoyment from cooking with cast iron – and Cast-Iron
Cooking For Dummies can show you the way.

My Lodge Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
Chicken coops have never been so chic! From organic gardens in parking lots to
rooftop beekeeping, the appeal of urban homesteading is widespread. Chicken and
Egg tells the story of veteran food writer Janice Cole, who, like so many other
urbanites, took up the revolutionary hobby of raising chickens at home. From
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picking out the perfect coop to producing the miracle of the first egg, Cole shares
her now-expert insights into the trials, triumphs, and bonds that result when
human and hen live in close quarters. With 125 recipes for delicious chicken and
egg dishes, poultry lovers, backyard farmers, and those contemplating taking the
leap will adore this captivating illustrated memoir!

Cast-Iron Cooking for Two
More and more people are making the shift to a vegetable-centric diet. Yet, in a
two-person household it can be challenging to find quick, easy, and satisfying
recipes to cook up at the end of a busy workday (especially without leftovers). This
follow-up to the successful One Pan, Two Plates provides 70 perfectly sized
vegetarian entrées—think Butternut Risotto, Gnocchi with Wild Mushrooms and
Edamame, and Eggplant Rollatini—all requiring only one pan and one hour or less
to prepare. With beverage pairings for each recipe and an "Extra hungry?" feature
for heartier appetites, each dish is one that home cooks will make again and again.

The Modern Cast Iron Cookbook
The cast-iron renaissance is heating up, and Not Your Mother's Cast Iron Skillet
Cookbook is here to show you how to make the most of these great pans, with
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recipes for a contemporary palate! Today's cooks are realizing that their mother
had the method right when she cooked with the big cast iron skillet. Cast iron has
the incredible ability to spread heat quickly and evenly to create a crispy, seared
surface that locks in freshness and flavor. In Not Your Mother's Cast Iron Skillet
Cookbook, Author Lucy Vaserfirer brings cast iron cooking completely up to date.
She shows you how to work magic on cast iron with more than 150 recipes that are
definitely not the kind of fare your mother cooked up. You'll learn how to cook up
vegetables, which are especially flavorful when cooked on cast iron; see how cast
iron is the perfect vessel for cooking all types of fish and shellfish; learn how to
sear meats to perfection; and even learn how you can use your skillet for baking.
Not Your Mother's Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook is loaded with inventive and tested-toperfection recipes, including: breakfasts; appetizers and small bites; steaks, roast,
and chops; chicken and turkey; fish and seafood; veggie main courses and sides;
bread and quickbreads; and cakes, pies, and other desserts. And if you're new to
cast iron, don't worry, because this cookbook includes all the details on how to
choose, season, cook, and clean your skillet. You'll even learn how to revive an
older cast iron pan, and you'll get useful ideas for using your skillet not just to cook
on but also as a serving vessel. Not Your Mother's Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
proves that just because your mother swore by her cast iron doesn't mean the food
you cook on it needs to be boring!

Lodge Cast Iron Nation
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Get a quick start with your Cast Iron Cookware and meet your goals for better
health! This book shows you exactly how to get the most out of your Cast Iron
Skillet like a pro!Combined with 100 of the best, most popular recipes, this book is
the perfect companion for anyone who owns a cast iron skillet, pan, or pot!LEARN
HOW TO:- season your cast iron pan- clean your pan without damaging itrecondition your old rusty cast iron pan- cook almost anything to perfection- store
your cast iron meal leftovers properly LEARN HOW TO AVOID:- rust- damaging the
seasoned surface of your pan- cooking the wrong foods for cast ironRECIPES:- Meat
and Fish dishes- Vegetables and Sides- Sweets and Desserts- BreakfastDo you own
a cast iron pan or skillet? Then this book is for you. All of our recipes and "how to"
information are designed specifically for cast iron cookware, and to help you with
your lifestyle and health goals. Buy today!MONEY-BACK GUARANTEEFree shipping
for Prime members

Cooking with the Lodge Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
Maybe she’s on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe she’s making people laugh on
TV. But all Chrissy Teigen really wants to do is talk about dinner. Or breakfast.
Lunch gets some love, too. For years, she’s been collecting, cooking, and
Instagramming her favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to
John’s famous fried chicken with spicy honey butter to her mom’s Thai classics.
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Salty, spicy, saucy, and fun as sin (that’s the food, but that’s Chrissy, too), these
dishes are for family, for date night at home, for party time, and for a few life-sucks
moments (salads). You’ll learn the importance of chili peppers, the secret to
cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and life tips like how to use bacon as a home fragrance,
the single best way to wake up in the morning, and how not to overthink men or
Brussels sprouts. Because for Chrissy Teigen, cooking, eating, life, and love are one
and the same.

Cast-Iron Cookware: The Care and Keeping Handbook
This book continues where **The Book of Griswold & Wagner ended-- illustrating
hundreds of items not included in the previous book. With over 845 photographs of
cast iron pieces from the Wagner, Griswold, Lodge, Vollrath, Excelsior, and Martin
manufacturing companies, this book delves into the histories and products
produced by these manufacturers. Complete with pattern numbers, catalog list
numbers, price guide, index, and much more.

The Complete Cast-Iron Cookbook
From perfectly crisp pies and tarts to jam-filled coffee cakes and fluffy dinner rolls,
the even heat distribution of cast iron skillets makes them ideal for baking. This
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collection of recipes features time-honored classics plus tips for keeping your
skillets (new and heirloom) well-seasoned and always at the ready.

Cast Iron Cookbook
The Tartine Way — Not all bread is created equal The Bread Book "the most
beautiful bread book yet published" -- The New York Times, December 7, 2010
Tartine — A bread bible for the home or professional bread-maker, this is the book!
It comes from Chad Robertson, a man many consider to be the best bread baker in
the United States, and co-owner of San Francisco’s Tartine Bakery. At 5 P.M., Chad
Robertson’s rugged, magnificent Tartine loaves are drawn from the oven. The
bread at San Francisco's legendary Tartine Bakery sells out within an hour almost
every day. Only a handful of bakers have learned the techniques Chad Robertson
has developed: To Chad Robertson, bread is the foundation of a meal, the center of
daily life, and each loaf tells the story of the baker who shaped it. Chad Robertson
developed his unique bread over two decades of apprenticeship with the finest
artisan bakers in France and the United States, as well as experimentation in his
own ovens. Readers will be astonished at how elemental it is. Bread making the
Tartine Way: Now it's your turn to make this bread with your own hands. Clear
instructions and hundreds of step-by-step photos put you by Chad's side as he
shows you how to make exceptional and elemental bread using just flour, water,
and salt. If you liked Tartine All Day by Elisabeth Prueitt and Flour Water Salt Yeast
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by Ken Forkish, you'll love Tartine Bread!

Modern Cast Iron
"The cast-iron skillet, that sturdy, versatile, traditional kitchen workhorse, is being
rediscovered by today's savvy home cooks. It is an essential multitasker that 85%
of us own but far fewer of us reach for daily, mostly because we have one or two
recipes we use it for and that's it. Enter the experts at America's Test Kitchen, who
have perfected the classic dishes everyone knows and loves (steak, perfect fried
eggs, cornbread) but have also developed 120 surprising, and inspiring recipes
(skillet apple pie, pizza, cinnamon swirl bread) that will move your cast iron to the
front of the cabinet."

Smoke, Roots, Mountain, Harvest
One Pan, Two Plates: Vegetarian Suppers
Learn how to season cast iron, clean cast iron, and cook 90 tantalizing recipes in
your cast iron skillet. This cookbook aims to show modern cooks how this
inexpensive cast iron tool is the best pan in their kitchen. Fusing new and
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traditional recipes and gathering farm-fresh produce and ingredients, the authors
show cooks how to make delicious food in this versatile skillet. Recipes include:
Succulent Seared Pork Chops with Plum-Mustard-Cornichon Sauce; Dutch Baby
(puffed pancake with lemon and powdered sugar); Grilled Prosciutto-Wrapped
Radicchio; and Warm Pear Upside Down Cake.

The Lodge Cast Iron Cookbook
Classic cast iron cooking for 21st century tastes. This isn't your grandmother's cast
iron cookbook. For the next generation of home cooks, The Modern Cast Iron
Cookbook serves up fresh and healthy recipes that reinvent the possibilities of cast
iron cooking. Spring Green Shakshuka, Falafel Burgers with Mint Yogurt, Turmeric
Seafood Paella, and more-- these original recipes show you what you can do with
the modern and improved cast irons. Plus, with handy labels for 5-ingredient,
30-minute, and 1 hour (or less) recipes, you'll discover how deliciously convenient
cast iron cooking can be. The Modern Cast Iron Cookbook includes: Cast Iron
Cooking Today--Get the latest on top brands and the learn everything you need to
know before you choose your pan. Tender Loving Care--Learn how to care for and
clean your cast iron to get the most out of its staying power. Recipes for Every
Taste--Serve up a wide range of recipes that include updated comfort food classics,
international flavors, plus plenty of vegan, vegetarian, and grain-free options for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert! Give tradition a fresh new taste with The
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Modern Cast Iron Cookbook.

Will It Skillet?
The ultimate guide to your cast-iron cookware! Beloved by families the world over
and passed down from one generation to the next, cast-iron tools are a treasured
kitchen staple. Continue the tradition with a book packed with advice for looking
after these versatile, sturdy pieces. Whether you are looking to restore an antique
skillet or want to know how to use your Dutch Oven on an open hearth, this
handbook has all the wisdom you need, accompanied by a generous helping of
delicious recipes to suit all tastes. Here are just a few: *Chicken Pot Pie *Skillet
S'mores *Ratatouille *One-Pot Mac-and-Cheese *Stuffed Tomatoes *Giant
Chocolate Chip Cookie *Crab Cakes *Cinnamon Buns *Corned Beef Hash *Beef
Stroganoff *Strawberry Rhubarb Pie *Irish Soda Bread *Skillet Eggplant Parmesan
Whether you're an amateur or an expert, this guide will ensure that your cast-iron
cookware stays in top condition for generations to come!

The New Cast Iron Bible
Warm, crumbly cornbread. Chicken sizzling in the pan. Childhood memories filled
with delicious, home-cooked dishes and your family there to enjoy it with you. Cast
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iron's popularity faded in the '70s—replaced by chemically processed
cookware—but today's cooks are reigniting a passion for wholesome cast-ironcooked meals. This ain't your grandma's kitchen—caring for and cooking with cast
iron is easy, healthy, and totally Pinterest worthy. In Modern Cast Iron, selfproclaimed cast-iron connoisseur Ashley L. Jones recaptures the ease and joy of
cooking with cast-iron cookware. Jones introduces readers to the best brands and
types of cast-iron cookware to fulfill any cook's needs. She offers detailed tips and
tricks for rescuing old, rusted pans and keeping them properly seasoned, and she
shares recommendations for the best cooking oil for every recipe. With Jones's
help, both experienced and beginner cooks will be able to rival grandma's cooking.
Chock-full of stories from Jones's own childhood growing up with cast-iron meals,
as well as recipe after tantalizing recipe—from breakfast quiche to gluten-free
meals and beautiful blueberry cobbler—Modern Cast Iron explores the countless
ways that cast iron benefits health and happiness. A comprehensive guide to all
things cast iron and home-style cookin', Modern Cast Iron offers a new way for
cooks to spice up the kitchen using all-natural tools and ingredients.

Cast Iron Cooking For Dummies
The New Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
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Explore the amazing cast iron pan with this brilliant cookbook! Are you searching
for a brand-new way to create delicious meals with your cast iron pan? Or do you
want to discover a wide range of healthy, mouth-watering recipes that even a
complete beginner can learn to make? Then this book is for you! Packed with a
whopping 50+ incredible recipes for breakfast, brunch, dinner, desserts, appetizers
and so much more, this wonderful cookbook showcases the marvels of the cast
iron pan. Specially designed with a selection of healthy recipes for every occasion,
all of the recipes come with easy-to-follow instructions, so you can enjoy the
benefits of the cast iron pan for yourself! Covering how to make the best of the
cast iron pan, how to pick the perfect pan for you, and even the 10
commandments of the cast iron skillet, this delectable cookbook is a must-read for
anyone who wants to add a new dash of flavor to their dinner table. Here's what
you'll discover inside: Tips and Tricks For Making The Most of Your Cast Iron Pan
The 10 Commandments of The Cast Iron Skillet A Selection of Delicious Breakfast
and Brunch Recipes Mouth-Watering Dishes With Meat, Poultry, Seafood,
Vegetables and More Side-Dishes and Appetizers For a Wide Range of Situations
Tasty Desserts With Cakes, Puddings and Dumplings And Much More! Whether
you're a seasoned cook looking to expand your skills and try something new, or if
you're a beginner who wants to try a fun and enjoyable new way of cooking, this
book is for you! Combining simple instructions with brilliant recipes that will suit
everyone's palate, now you can experience a new and unique range of recipes with
the cast iron pan.
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Cast Iron Baking
Small-batch, one-pot dishes to share with close friends and family! In Cast-Iron
Cooking for Two, Joanna Pruess celebrates the enduring appeal of cast-iron cooking
and the countless twosomes who love sharing home-cooked food. Her 75 easy and
flavorful recipes feature versatile cast-iron skillets that are the right size for people
cooking for two (or three), whether they be empty nesters, college students, or just
anyone who is not feeding a group. From Spicy Beer-Battered Shrimp with
Remoulade Sauce to Homey Oven-Roasted Chicken Thighs and Legs with Pan
Gravy to Orange-Sesame Shortbread Cookies, you’ll find dishes that are perfect for
any occasion when it’s just the two of you—ؙor maybe even a few! Date night,
Sunday morning with a couple of kids, or a casual drop-in dinner for a close friend.
Real ingredients that are easily accessible, along with a smattering of high-quality
convenience foods (think prepared pesto, pumpkin pie spice mix), help the home
cook save time, money, and cupboard and counter space. Home cooks are
discovering the cast-iron pan, popular for centuries, as a tool for economical, easy,
elemental ways to cook. Pruess includes a section about caring for pans and
debunking some commonly held myths about cooking with cast-iron. Joanna invites
the cook to get creative, mix and match, and buck tradition: Buckwheat Crêpes
with Smoked Salmon can be served for breakfast, brunch, or even dinner.
Blackberry Cobbler with Candied Ginger and Oat Streusel Topping could even
become a celebratory breakfast instead of a dessert. And some of the side dishes,
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such as Roasted Corn Pancakes with Cherry Tomato Salsa and Sweet Potato
Pancakes with Brussels Sprouts Slaw, could be the center of a light dinner or lunch.
There’s something for everyone—and their closest friends and family—in Pruess’s
latest, Cast-Iron Cooking for Two.

The Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook, 2nd Edition
Lodge Cast Iron Nation
DIVNick Evans runs the popular food blog macheesmo.com, and he came up with a
simple yet effective concept for everyday cooking: Create one foundation dish, in
decent quantity, when you have the time--perhaps on a lazy Sunday
afternoon--and then repurpose it to make other delicious dishes throughout the
week. Cooking this way saves time and money and allows busy people to eat well
every night. Love Your Leftovers includes breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert
options as well as a wide range of cuisines. Each main dish will have eight to ten
creative recipes for leftovers. So, if you make a Roast Chicken one night, you can
then make Chicken Tortilla Soup, Creamy Chicken Pesto Pasta, or Chicken and
Dumplings another night. A Flank Steak can morph into Spicy Beef Wontons or
Vietnamese Noodle Salad. Spicy Black Beans can become Black Bean Burgers or
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Crunchy Black Bean Tacos. Love Your Leftovers will also feature chapters on
kitchen and pantry basics and Meal Planning 101, as well as a helpful index of
vegetarian and thirty-minute meals. /div

The Best of Lodge
Cast-iron skillets, pots, and Dutch ovens are enjoying a surge in popularity among
cookware users all across America, and no wonder: it's inexpensive, long lasting,
eco-friendly, sustainable, versatile, and healthy! It's no longer just for the camper
or cowboy — today, it's a staple piece of cookware in any kitchen helmed by a
cook who loves good food. Lodge Cast Iron Nation provides 200 recipes curated
from Lodge's very own network of high-profile chefs and cast-iron cookware fans
from around the country. Focused on American regional cuisine, it's packed with a
diverse array of recipes — everything from appetizers to desserts and everything
in-between. The book reveals the movement behind the resurgence in cast iron's
popularity, showcasing exciting new flavor combinations from popular chefs (like
John Currence, Lidia Bastianich, Mark Bittman and Peter Kaminsky) and
highlighting the cookware's relevance for today's cooks, who are increasingly
concerned with issues of sustainability, health, and expense when it comes to their
food choices. Packed with classic regional casseroles, soups and stews, new twists
on old favorites, plus desserts from the icebox and the oven-this cookbook proves
that cast iron isn't just for cornbread. And with in-depth information on how to use
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and care for cast iron plus surprising tricks and tips — direct from Lodge fans —
this cookbook is a comprehensive guide to getting the most out of cast-iron
cookware. Finally, Lodge Cast Iron Nation gives back to the country it celebrates; a
portion of the proceeds from the sale of every book will go to The Tennessee
Aquarium's Serve & Protect sustainable seafood program which is helping inland
residents reduce their impact on the world ocean.

The Book of Griswold & Wagner
40 seasonal meals, 100 recipes, and loads of tips and strategies to make
weeknight dinners work Reclaim the family dinner! In Feeding a Family, nutritionist
and mom Sarah Waldman lays out all the tools you need to break out of the
mealtime rut and turn dinner into a nutritionally fulfilling and happy
occasion—despite busy schedules, long work days, and picky eaters. Through forty
complete meals, you’ll discover hearty dinners the whole family will love, including:
· A meal for using up the best summer garden produce: Make-ahead Zucchini,
Beef, and Haloumi Cheese Skewers with Chimichurri Sauce paired with Tomato,
Peach, and Red Onion Panzanella and Lemon-Blackberry Custard · A cozy and
comforting dinner for a frenzied fall day: Creamy Tomato and Spinach Soup with
Grilled Cheese Croutons and Pear Pie in Cornmeal Crust · The perfect meal for the
busiest night of the week: Slow Cooker Indian Butter Chicken with Sweet Peas and
Lemon-Pecan Shortbread Cookies · A warming (and fun) winter meal: One-pot
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Slurpee Noodle Bowls with simple Chocolate, Peanut Butter, and Date Truffles for
dessert · Sunday suppers for when you have a bit more time to play in the kitchen,
such as Homemade Pasta with Heirloom Tomato Sauce and Pavlova with
Blueberries With suggestions for including older kids in mealtime prep, tips for
feeding baby, and ideas for extending ingredients for “tomorrow’s dinner,” Feeding
a Family is a playbook that includes the whole family.

The Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook
100 Simple Recipes. One Pan. Game On. Do you think that cooking is too hard or
not worth the trouble? Do you see the supermarket as a place to pick up frozen
meals instead of fresh, healthy ingredients? Have you given up control of your diet
to whatever fast food fare is located within your delivery radius? If so, you’re
missing out on the comfort, satisfaction, pride, wonder, and glory of cooking for
yourself and the people you love—not to mention reaping the holistic benefit of
eating home-cooked food as compared to, say, a microwaved TV dinner or greaseladen pizza. Enter Men’s Health’s A Man, A Pan, A Plan, a book full of practical
advice and 100 straightforward recipes that involve tools you already own,
ingredients you can easily source, and flavors that will blow your mind while
shrinking your gut. From hearty breakfasts like Lemon-Blueberry-Banana Pancakes
and party-starting sides like Buffalo Chicken Meatballs to twists on traditional
mains like Four-Chile Pork Chops with Grilled Pineapple and unforgettable desserts
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like Blueberry Cobbler, this book will help you cut stress, prevent mess, and reduce
your chances of culinary distress.

Love Your Leftovers
A down-home Southern cookbook by one of the founding members of the platinumselling country music band Little Big Town and star of the popular cable show
Kimberly’s Simply Southern. Kimberly Schlapman is the girl next door. She’s also
an award-winning Nashville superstar and the popular host of Kimberly’s Simply
Southern, her delightful hit television cooking series. Fans have fallen for
Kimberly’s easy confidence in the kitchen and effortless way she entertains. They
love her cooking the same way they’ve swooned over her high harmonies singing
with country music powerhouse Little Big Town. In Oh Gussie!, Kimberly shares
soul-pleasing recipes and soul-stirring stories from her roots in the Appalachian
foothills of north Georgia, her travels on tour with the band, and from the life she
loves back home in country music’s capital. Kimberly’s cooking style embodies
modern, wholesome, Southern home-cooking—fresh, accessible, nutritious, quick,
and fun. With Oh Gussie!, fans can whip up a batch of Georgia Peach Salsa for a
tailgate party; bring a pot of Kimberly’s Chicken and Dumplings to the next
neighborhood potluck; serve some Baked Onion Rings with Hot Ranch Dip for the
big game; sweeten up a weekend brunch with Sticky Cinnamon Rolls; and finish off
a satisfying meal with bowls of Big Batch Banana Pudding. Filled with gorgeous
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color photos that capture the flavor and fun of her delicious food, Oh Gussie!
honors Kimberly’s beloved Georgia mountain-home cooking and serves up helpings
of her favorite foods from Nashville as well.

A Man, A Pan, A Plan
Discover a new world of cast-iron cooking. From Dan Shumski, who last applied his
out-of-the-box food-loving sensibility to Will It Waffle?, here are 53 surprising,
delicious, and ingenious recipes for the cast-iron skillet. Savor the simplicity of
Toast with Olive Oil and Tomato, because you just can’t achieve that perfect oiltoasted crust in a toaster. For Homemade Corn Tortillas, no special equipment
required—use the pan to flatten and cook them. (Then serve your tortillas with
Single-Skillet Carnitas or Charred Tomato Salsa—or make Chilaquiles.) Take
popcorn to another level with clarified butter. Enjoy a Spinach and Feta Dip that
stays warm from the residual heat of the pan. Plus pastas that come together in
one skillet—no separate boiling required; perfectly charred roasted vegetables;
beautiful breads and pizzas; and luscious desserts from a giant chocolate chip
cookie to the sophisticated Layered Crepe Torte with Dark Chocolate and
Raspberry Jam. Includes detailed information on buying, seasoning, and caring for
your cast-iron skillet—and turning it into a nonstick kitchen workhorse.
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Cravings
Early Black Friday Pricing Starts Now!" Limited Time Only! Cast Iron Deliciousness Simple to Follow Recipes, Best Pro Tips, and Easy Care Instructions for Your Lodge
Cast Iron Skillet We would like to let you know that this book was inspired by some
of the most famous high end restaurants in the world. We've taken some of those
and made them our own by enhancing the eating experience of deliciousness. This
book is very easy to read with simple instructions to put you on your way to
gourmet greatness! We are sure with your experience using this magical cookbook
that you will come up with some of your own master of four creations that you can
log in the back of this book. We even made a section in the back of the book for
you to do this. Giving You More to Enhance Your Cooking Experience "BONUS"
Marinade Section for Meats & Veggies! Metric Volume Conversions Chart Metric
Weight Conversion Chart Temperature Conversion Chart Just Some of these Easy
to Make Delicious Home Cooked Meals Include: Best Beef Cast Iron Oven Baked
Beef Stew Montana Style Cowboy Skillet Steak Beefy, Cheesy Skillet Lasagna
Pulsating Poultry Sweet Potato and Savory Ground Turkey Skillet Chicken Sausage
with Basil and Gnocchi Prosciutto Wrapped Skillet Seared Chicken Fantastic Fish
Buttery Tarragon Encrusted Seared Salmon Zesty Shrimp and Crab Bake Korean
Tuna Cakes Perfected Pork One Skillet Pork Cacciatore Pork Tenderloin with
Vegetable Medley Slow Roasted Skillet Pork Roast Very Vegetarian Tomato Basil
Skillet Pizza Tomato and Caprese Grilled Cheese Cast Iron Skillet Brussels Sprouts
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Orecchiette Succulent Sides Spinach and Potato Hash Creamy Chicken Soup Mac &
Cheese Skillet Garlic Sweet Potatoes Bring Home Breakfast Egg and Tater Tot
Breakfast Pizza Cinnamon-Vanilla French toast Hearty Breakfast Casserole
Delicious Desserts One Stop Skillet S'mores Graham Cracker Dip Gooey Chocolatey
Texas Skillet Cake Brown Sugar and Butterscotch Skillet Pumpkin Pie Get your copy
of this one of a kind book ORDER YOUR COPY NOW! FREE Two-Day Shipping for
Amazon Prime Members! DISCLAIMER: This book is independently published by,
and is not affiliated with, sponsored by, or endorsed by any of the products
mentioned in this book. All other company and product names are the trademarks
of their respective owners.

The Complete Book of Dutch Oven Cooking
Learn how to season cast iron, clean cast iron, and cook 95 tantalizing recipes in
your cast iron skillet. Now with full-color photography throughout, this cookbook
aims to show modern cooks how this inexpensive cast iron tool is the best pan in
their kitchen. Fusing new and traditional recipes and gathering farm-fresh produce
and ingredients, mother-daughter team Sharon Kramis and Julie Kramis Hearne
show cooks how to make delicious food in this versatile skillet. Recipes include:
Dungeness Crab Cakes with Tarragon Aioli; Dutch Baby (puffed pancake with
lemon and powdered sugar); Grilled Prosciutto-Wrapped Radicchio; and Warm Pear
Upside Down Cake. This collection of recipes invites all cooks to get reacquainted
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with the original gourmet cooking tool.
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